


manufactured in the  heart of rural Pennsylvania with 

Old Dutch Craftsmanship



Nestled in the heart of rural Pennsylvania, Tedd Wood Fine Cabinetry combines old Dutch  

craftsmanship with new technology in the production of our three lines of cabinetry.

All Tedd Wood cabinetry is constructed with the finest raw materials and hand sanded by our 

skilled and experienced craftsmen with decades of detailed experience and an eye on quality,  

giving you some of the most solid, durable, and desirable cabinets in the industry.

We offer a wide variety of colors and finishes in our catalyzed conversion varnishes. Whether  

standard stains and paints or select custom-made colors from our Sherwin Williams fan deck,  

your cabinet will be given the perfect look. You can even match your favorite family heirloom.  

Distressing and antiquing help create one-of-a-kind cabinetry that matches your personal style.

Tedd Wood Custom Cabinetry is crafted for the  

homeowner who wants the kitchen of their dreams.

Landmark Cabinetry is for the homeowner who needs a 

dream kitchen to fit their budget.

Luxury Line Cabinetry is designed for the homeowner 

who wants a kitchen to fit their lifestyle.

Kitchen - Graceland doorstyle
white paint with glaze on maple

cover photo

island - arlinGton doorstyle
meade finish on knotty alder
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Customized to fit 
             your Lifestyle



Union doorstyle
white paint on maple





Graceland doorstyle 
alamo finish on rustic cherry

The options
    are Limitless

Graceland doorstyle 
natural with custom glaze and 

distressing on quarter sawn white oak
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Modern Convenience

Kitchen - lUxe doorstyle
blanco in Reflections Collection

island - seaside doorstyle
custom color stain on walnut
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The beauty is in
           the Details
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aspen doorstyle  
frosty white paint with brushstroke glaze on maple



Kitchen — asPen doorstyle
white paint on maple

island — asPen doorstyle 
morning mist stain on maple
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Designed 
      to inspire
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All the colors of the rainbow are at your 

fingertips with our Sherwin-Williams 

Color Fan Deck.

Personalize 
your Kitchen

French QUarter doorstyle

custom color paint on maple



Kitchen - Graceland doorstyle
alabaster paint on maple

island - Graceland doorstyle
espresso stain with glaze on walnut
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Spacious and Bright
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Kitchen - teton doorstyle
frosty white paint on maple

island - teton doorstyle
custom color stain with glaze on maple

Your home your Style



Coastal Living



We combine hand-rubbed glazed 

finishes with one-of-a-kind distressing 

applied by master craftsmen to create 

our Tidewater Collection and a kitchen

that fits your unique style.

liberty doorstyle
custom color paint on maple
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yelloWstone doorstyle
dovetone stain on quarter sawn white oak
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Modern Living
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Kitchen & island - lUxe doorstyle
blanco in Reflections Collection

island accents & Pantry - seaside doorstyle
custom color stain on walnut





yelloWstone doorstyle
custom color stain on knotty alder
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Create the look 
         you Love
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Kitchen - Graceland doorstyle
white paint with glaze on maple

island - arlinGton doorstyle
meade finish on knotty alder



Evolution of 
  design & Function
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Kitchen - sahara doorstyle
smooth white in Inspirations Collection

island - sahara doorstyle
stone grey suedette in Inspirations Collection





heritaGe classic doorstyle
ash gray paint on maple
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an understated style
Sleek & Modern



bases and talls — Mesa doorstyle  
cafe (special order) in Textures Collection 

Walls — lUxe doorstyle  
blanco in Reflections Collection
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Walls - liberty doorstyle
meade finish on knotty alder

bases - French QUarter doorstyle
mystic finish on quarter sawn white oak
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luxurious details
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rUshMore doorstyle 
frosty white paint on maple

Union doorstyle 
white paint on maple

Bathrooms
Make your master bathroom an extension 

of your personal space and style while 

creating the perfect getaway to soak 

yourself in luxury and wash away the  

stress of everyday life.
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Your bathroom 
has never been 

so elegant



slab draWer 
espresso stain on cherry

seaside doorstyle 
espresso stain on cherry
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Contemporary 
          & Bold
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seaside doorstyle 
espresso stain on cherry





niaGara doorstyle
white paint with glaze on maple
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FlUsh batten 
(sPecial order) doorstyle

natural on red birch



Open space &                                         
       clean Lines
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Other rooms
every room of your home can reflect your 

personality and match your lifestyle. 

Create the perfect work space, play space, 

or entertainment area with Tedd Wood.
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seaside doorstyle  
cider stain on quarter sawn cherry



Create the 
  perfect Space

Graceland doorstyle
alabaster paint on maple
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teton doorstyle
moss paint on maple

teton doorstyle
frosty white paint on maple
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asPen doorstyle
morning mist stain 

on maple



Built-in bookcases and a custom fireplace surrounded with  

traditional crown molding or custom-built wardrobes in 

your bedroom—your home should welcome you into a warm 

atmosphere perfect for quiet moments to reflect or quality 

time with family and friends.

asPen doorstyle  
white paint on maple

Welcome home
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Accessories
Put the finishing touch on your kitchen 

with a wide range of accessories that 

make life easier and minimize clutter by 

creating a space for everything. 
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Pullout organizers and specialty corner cabinets are 

the perfect way to enhance your workspace. Pullout 

cutting boards, rollout shelves, and filler pullouts keep 

all your cooking supplies at your fingertips.
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Hidden Conveniences
Tedd Wood’s imagination doesn’t stop at doors and neither 

should yours. Make a place for all your small appliances, a hidden 

liquor cabinet, or a perfectly organized storage container drawer. 

The days of digging, searching, and Tupperware avalanches are 

gone forever! imagine all the hidden conveniences that could be 

found behind the doors of your kitchen.
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Minimize clutter and create an  

environment that lends itself to  

maintaining order. Utensil pullouts  

and k-Cup® organizers make finding 

what you need fast. Drawer peg  

systems keep everything in their place.



A place for 
         everything



Your atmosphere impacts your  

outlook. An organized, uncluttered 

environment is refreshing to work in 

and inspires productivity. Tedd Wood 

offers a wide range of organizing  

solutions that make life simply perfect. 

organizing
Solutions
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Whether it’s foils and wraps, storage 

containers, or flatware, we offer a wide 

range of accessories designed to make 

life less work while adding to the beauty 

and functionality of your cabinetry. 



We have an accessory for that. No matter the shape 

or size of your cooking supplies, we offer organizing 

solutions that will fit your needs. Drawer peg systems 

can change as your needs change. Pullout trash bins 

are convenient while keeping your kitchen beautiful.
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Floating Shelves
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Kitchen – eMPire ii doorstyle
Frosty White Paint on Maple

island – lUxe doorstyle
olmo in Reflections Collection


